
India Quiz



Rules
1.Wikipedia is assumed to be correct

2.All questions are pounce/bounce

3.Take wild guesses! That will surely help.
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The Wonder that was India-Q1

Who?



Samudragupta

Back



The Wonder that was India-Q2
X is one of the foundational texts of Ayurveda , alongside the Charaka Samhita, Bhela Samhita, and the medical portions of 

the Bower Manuscript.

The X, in its extant form, is divided in 184 chapters and contains descriptions of 1,120 illnesses, 700 medicinal plants, 64 

preparations from mineral sources and 57 preparations based on animal sources. The text discusses surgical techniques of 

making incisions, probing, extraction of foreign bodies, alkali and thermal cauterization, tooth extraction, excisions, and 

trocars for draining abscess, draining hydrocele and ascitic fluid, the removal of the prostate gland, urethral stricture 

dilatation, vesicolithotomy, hernia surgery, caesarian section, management of haemorrhoids, fistula, laparotomy and 

management of intestinal obstruction, perforated intestines, and accidental perforation of the abdomen with protrusion of 

omentum and the principles of fracture management, viz., traction, manipulation, appositions and stabilization including 

some measures of rehabilitation and fitting of prosthetics. It enumerates six types of dislocations, twelve varieties of 

fractures, and classification of the bones and their reaction to the injuries, and gives a classification of eye diseases 

including cataract surgery.



Sushruta Samhita

Suśruta (Devanagari सु ुत, an adjective meaning "very 
famous") is commonly attributed as the author of the 
treatise. He is said to have been a physician originally of 
Kerala active in Varanasi.

Back



The Wonder that was India-Q3
The ___________ consists of a collection  of hymns, portions of hymns and detached 
verses, all but 75 of which are taken from the Rigveda. They were intended to be 
sung using melodies called Samagana whose musical forms are indicated. These 
hymns were sung by Udgatar priests at sacrifices in which the juice of the Soma 
plant, clarified and mixed with milk and other ingredients, were offered in libation to 
various deities. This memorization by Hindu priests of the sacred Vedas included up 
to eleven musical forms of recitation that could be used on the same text.



Samaveda
Back



The Wonder that was India-Q4
The text, which now contains 6000 slokas, is attributed to the muni (sage) Bharata and is believed to have 

been written during the period between 200 BCE and 200 CE. It is based upon the much older Gandharva 

Veda (appendix to Sama Veda) which contained 36000 slokas.

The document is difficult to date and Bharata's historicity has also been doubted, some authors suggesting 

that it may be the work of several people. However, Kapila Vatsyayan has argued that based on the unity of 

the text, and the many instances of coherent reference of later chapters from earlier text, the composition is 

likely that of a single person. Whether his/her name really was Bharata is open to question: near the end of 

the text we have the verse: "Since he alone is the leader of the performance, taking on many roles, he is called 
Bharata", indicating that Bharata may be a generic name. It has been suggested that Bharata is an acronym 

for the three syllables: bha for bhāva (mood), rāfor rāga (melodic framework), and ta for tāla (rhythm). 

However, in traditional usage Bharata has been iconified as muni or sage, and the work is strongly associated 

with this personage.

Which text?



Natya Shastra
Back



The Wonder that was India-Q5

What?



Ajanta caves
Back



The Wonder that was India-Q6

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EyGVFYsNu1o


Back

Khar Dushan



The Wonder that was India-Q7
The _________ were a clan of the Vedic period (1750–500 BCE). The name X is derived from a Sanskrit word 

which means "the one who is capable".They formed an independent republican state whose  capital was 

Kapilavastu.The best-known X was the prince Siddhartha (5th century BCE), who was the founder of 

Buddhism.

Virudhaka, son of Pasenadi and Vāsavakhattiyā, the daughter of a X named Mahānāma by a slave girl, 

ascended the throne of Kosala after overthrowing his father. As an act of vengeance for cheating Kosala by 

sending his mother, the daughter of a slave woman, for marriage to his father, he invaded the X territory, 

massacred them and annexed it.

What is X?



Shakya
Back



The Wonder that was India-Q8
Plays based on Ramayana

Pratima-nataka: The statues

Yagna-Phalam:

Abhisheka-natka: The coronation

Plays based on Mahabharata

Panch-ratra: The five-nights

Madhyama-vyayoga: The middle one

Duta-Ghattotkacha: Ghattotkacha as envoy

Urubhanga: The broken thigh

Karna-bhara: Karna's burden

Who wrote these plays?



Bhasa

Bhāsa is one of the earliest and most celebrated Indian playwrights in Sanskrit. 

Kālidāsa in the introduction to his first play Malavikagnimitram writes – Shall we 

neglect the works of such illustrious authors as Bhāsa, Saumilla, and Kaviputra? Can the 

audience feel any respect for the work of a modern poet, a Kālidāsa?

Back



The Wonder that was India-II-Q1

Who?



Krishnadeva Raya
Back



The Wonder that was India-II-Q2
What was the result?



Prithviraj Chauhan defeated Ghurid force
Back



The Wonder that was India-II-Q3
What?



Life span/Guruship span of Sikh Gurus
Back



The Wonder that was India-II-Q4
Whose sibling?



Aurangzeb
Back



The Wonder that was India-II-Q5
X was born in Agra, he was the eldest son of Shaikh Mubarak of Nagaur in Rajputana, India. His father, Shaikh 

Mubarak, was a scholar in the philosophy and literature of Greece as well as in Islamic theology. He was 

educated mostly by his father.In AH 974 (1566–8), he reached Akbar's court. Akbar successively appointed 

him tutor for his princes, Salim, Murad and Daniyal. In AH 990 (1581), he was appointed sadr of Agra, Kalpi 

and Kalinjar. In 1588, he became poet laureate of Akbar's court. In AH 999 (1591–2), he was sent to 

Khandesh and Ahmednagar as Mughal envoy.

Who is X?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India


Faizi
Back



The Wonder that was India-II-Q6
Rani ki vav, or Ran-ki vav (Queen’s step well) was constructed during the rule of the Solanki dynasty.It is 

generally assumed that it was built in the memory of Bhimdev I (AD 1022 to 1063), the son of Mularaja, the 

founder of the Solanki dynasty of Anahilwada Patan about 1050 AD by his widowed queen Udayamati and 

probably completed by Udayamati and Karandev I after his death. A reference to Udayamati building the 

monument is in Prabandha Chintamani, composed by the Jain monk Merunga Suri in 1304 AD.The stepwell 

was later flooded by the nearby Saraswati River and silted over until the late 1980s. When it was excavated 

by the Archaeological Survey of India, the carvings were found in pristine condition.

What is so special about this monument in recent years?



UNESCO world heritage list
One of the 32 places/monuments from India in 

the world heritage site list.
Back



The Wonder that was India-II-Q7
X was born in Patiyali in Etah, Uttar Pradesh. His father,Saifuddīn, was a Turkic officer and a member of the Lachin tribe of 

Transoxania,Central Asia, themselves belonging to the Kara-Khitais. At the invasion of Genghis Khan, Saifuddin migrated from 

his hometown Kesh, near Samarkand, to Balkh. Saifuddin was then the chieftain of the Hazara. Shamsuddin Iltutmish, the 

Sultan of Delhi, welcomed them to Delhi. He provided shelter to the exiled princes, artisans, scholars and rich nobles. In 1230, 

he was granted a fief in the district of Patiyali.

Amir Saifuddin married Bibi Daulatnaz, who was the daughter of Rawat Arz, the famous war minister of Balban, and belonged 

to the Rajput tribes of Uttar Pradesh. They had four children, three sons and a daughter. X was one among them.

X was an intelligent child. He started learning and writing poetry at the age of eight. After the death of his father, he came to 

Delhi to his maternal grandfather Imadul Mulk's house. In 1271 CE, when X was 20 years old, his grandfather who was 113 

years old died. His mother brought him up after his death. X is called the "Parrot of India"



Amir Khusrow
Back



The Wonder that was India-II-Q8
X painting  is a classical South Indian painting style, which was inaugurated from the town of X and spread 

across the adjoining and geographically contiguous Tamil country. The art form draws its immediate 

resources and inspiration from way back about 1600 AD, a period when the Nayakas of X under the 

suzerainty of the Vijayanagara Rayas encouraged art—chiefly, classical dance and music—as well as 

literature, both in Telugu and Tamil and painting of chiefly Hindu religious subjects in temples. However, it 

can safely be surmised that X painting, as we know it now, originated in the Maratha court of X (1676 - 

1855).

These paintings are panel paintings done on wooden planks, and hence referred to as palagai padam (palagai 
= "wooden plank";padam = "picture") in local parlance. In modern times, these paintings have become 

souvenirs for festive occasions in South India - colourful pieces of art to decorate walls, and collectors' items 

for art lovers, as also sadly sometimes, dime-a-dozen bric-a-bracs to be purchased from street corner 

practitioners.

What is X?



Tanjore
Back



The History of Modern India -Q1

The word  entered English language from India during the 
colonial era. It dates to 1762, and is derived from Hindi 
champo (चाँपो) itself derived from the Sanskrit root capayati 
(चपय त, which means to press, knead, soothe).



Shampoo
Back



The History of Modern India -Q2
A Pakistani writer, playwright and author who is 
considered to be among the greatest writers of 
short stories in South Asian history.Along with 
Ismat Chughtai and Rajinder Singh Bedi, he is 
often referred to as one of the three seminal 
figures in the birth of early progressivism and 
modernism in Urdu literature. He was tried for 
obscenity six times; thrice before 1947 in British 
India, and thrice after independence in 1947 in 
Pakistan, but never convicted.



Saadat Hasan Manto
Back



The History of Modern India -Q3
Armed with the knowledge of Brahmi, X, a protégé of Prinsep, carried out a detailed survey of the Buddhist 

monuments which lasted for over half a century. Inspired by early amateur archaeologists like the Italian 

military officer, Jean-Baptiste Ventura, he excavated stupas across the length and breadth of India. While he 

funded many of his early excavations himself, in the long run, he realized the need for a permanent body to 

oversee archaeological excavations and the conservation of Indian monuments and used his stature and 

influence in India to lobby for an archaeological survey. While his attempt in 1848 did not meet with success, 

the Archaeological Survey of India was eventually formed in 1861 by a statute passed into law by Lord 

Canning with X himself as the first Archaeological Surveyor. The survey was suspended briefly between 

1865 and 1871 due to lack of funds but restored by Lord Lawrence the then Viceroy of India. In 1871, the 

Survey was revived as a separate department and X was appointed as its first Director-General. To this day, 

he is revered as the "Father of Indian Archaeology".



Alexander Cunningham
Back



The History of Modern India -Q4

X earlier known as the Bara Kothi, is located in the campus of Kila Nizamat in the 

Indian state of West Bengal. It was built in the nineteenth century by architect 

Duncan Macleod, under the reign of Nawab Nazim Humayun Jah of Bengal, Bihar 

and Orissa (1824–1838).The foundation stone of the palace was laid on August 9, 

1829, and that very day the construction work was started.Now, X is the most 

conspicuous building in Murshidabad.



Hazarduari Palace 
Back



The History of Modern India -Q5
X was an Indian tribal freedom fighter, religious leader and folk hero . He spearheaded an Indian tribal 

indigenous religious millenarian movement that rose in the tribal belt of modern day Bihar and Jharkhand in 

the late 19th century, during the British Raj, thereby making him an important figure in the history of the 

Indian independence movement. His achievements are even more remarkable for having been accomplished 

before the age of 25.

His portrait hangs in the Central Hall of the Indian parliament, the only tribal leader to have been so 

honored.

X?



Birsa Munda
Back



The History of Modern India -Q6
A notable ornithologist, X has been called "the Father of Indian Ornithology".He founded the journal Stray 

Feathers in which he and his subscribers recorded notes on birds from across India. He built up a vast 

collection of bird specimens at his home in Shimla by making collection expeditions and obtaining specimens 

through his network of correspondents. Following the loss of manuscripts that had been maintaining for long 

in the hope of producing a magnum opus on the birds of India, he gave up ornithology and gifted away his 

collection to the British Museum of Natural History where it continues to be the single largest collection of 

Indian bird skins.

Who is X?



A.O. Hume
Back



The History of Modern India -Q7
Born on 12 February in 1824 in a Brahmin family in Tankara, near Morbi in the Kathiawad region (now 
Rajkot district of Gujarat) Mool Shankar was named so because he was born in Dhanu Rashi and Mul 
Nakshatra. His birthday is celebrated in Falguna Krishna Dashami tithi.

In 1883 he was invited by the Maharaja of Jodhpur to stay at his palace. The Maharaja was eager to 
become his disciple and learn his teachings. One day he went to the Maharaja's rest room and saw him 
with a dance-girl named Nanhi Jaan. He boldly asked the Maharaja to forsake the girl and all unethical 
acts. His suggestion offended the dance-girl and she decided to take revenge. She bribed  cook and 
asked him to mix pieces of glasses in his milk.

Which religious leader am I talking about?



Dayananda Saraswati
Back



The History of Modern India -Q8
X was a member of Constituent Assembly  and was founding President of United 
Trade Union Congress , a leftist labor organisation established in 1949.He  wanted 
to include ''Secular, Federal and Socialist'' in Article 1 and moved amendments 
twice for the same, Dr Ambedkar rejected both the amendments at the meeting of 
the Drafting Committee.

However he did something more important than these things to be a part of Indian 

history.

Who and what?



Prof. K.T. Shah 

He fought against Dr. Rajendra Prasad 
in first presidential election.

Back



India after Gandhi -Q1
Identify this Socialist leader



Ram Manohar Lohia
Back



India after Gandhi -Q2
The _________________  is India's National Academy of Fine Arts. It is an autonomous 
organisation, established at New Delhi in 1954 by Government of India to promote 
and propagate understanding of Indian art, both within and outside the country. It 
does so through providing scholarships, a fellow program, and sponsoring and 
organizing numerous exhibitions in India and overseas.It publishes bilingual journal. 
It is funded by the Union Ministry of Culture.



Lalit Kala Academy
Back



India after Gandhi -Q3



Pankaj Kapoor in Karamchand
Back



India after Gandhi -Q4
Once known as Pragjyotishpura , this city derives its name from the  words  meaning 
areca nut and  market.

Which city?



Guwahati
Guwahati derives its name from the Assamese words “Guwa” meaning areca nut and 
“Haat” meaning market.

Back



India after Gandhi -Q5

Whose twitter Bio?



Twinkle Khanna
Back



India after Gandhi -Q6
This question when asked on Yahoo! forum received reply from people like Kiran 
Bedi,Sri Sri Ravi Shankar and Leander Paes.Who asked this question?



Dr.A. P. J. Abdul Kalam
Back



India after Gandhi -Q7
The day 4 of this test match marked a Hindu 

festival honouring the elephant-headed god of 

good fortune and the destroyer of obstacles. A 

handful of Indian supporters arranged for an 

elephant, loaned from Chessington Zoo, to 

parade round the outfield during the lunch 

interval.

This test match in 1971 was legendary for some 

reason.What?



India’s first test victory over England away from home

India had not won any of the 19 Tests they had played there since the inaugural 
match in 1932 - in fact, they had only drawn four.Even in the present series the first 
two matches ended in a draw.

Back



India after Gandhi -Q8



Nagaland National Movement

A.Z. Phizo

Back



Food and Travel
Bounce and Pounce 

6 Questions
Pounce:+15/-5
Bounce:+10/0



1.
X is a traditional dessert in Indian Cuisine, Nepali cuisine and Bangladeshi cuisine. It 
is similar to a glazed doughnut in terms of ingredients, but differs in texture and 
taste.These are made of maida flour, and are deep-fried in clarified butter and then 
dipped in sugar syrup.

Id X.



Balushahi



2.
The X chain of restaurant was started by the Y board  in 1936, when the first outlet was opened in Bombay. 

In the course of the 1940s there were nearly 50 such restaurant all over British India. Due to a change in the 

policy in the mid 1950s, the Board decided to close down these restaurants. Encouraged by the communist 

leader A. K. Gopalan(AKG), the workers of the restaurant chain  began a movement and compelled the Board 

to agree to handover the outlets to the workers who then formed Co-operatives and renamed the network 

as X.

Today there are 13 co-operative societies in the country to run the restaurants which are about 400 in 

number.

What is X.



Indian Coffee House



3.What type of cuisine?

Dishes

Sai bhaji chawal

Kheer Kharkun

Pallo Machi

Beh (simply means 'Lotus root' in English)

Drinks

Thadal

Khirni



Sindhi Cuisine

Sai Bhaji Chawal



4.
Z is an Indian curry dish popular in the region of Goa, the surrounding Konkan, and many other parts of India. 

It is known globally in its Anglo-Indian form as a staple of curry house menus, often regarded as a fiery spicy 

dish.

The name Z is derived from the Portuguese dish carne de vinha d'alhos, a dish of meat (usually pork) 

marinated in wine and garlic. The Portuguese dish was modified by the substitution of vinegar (usually palm 

vinegar) for the red wine and the addition of red Kashmiri chili peppers with additional spices to evolve into 

Z. Nowadays, the Anglo-Indian version of a Z is marinated in vinegar, sugar, fresh ginger, and spices 

overnight, then cooked with the addition of further spices.

What dish am I talking about?



Vindaloo



5.Place?



Kedarnath



6.Identify



Chilka Lake

Back



Connect
8 Questions 

Written Round
10 points for 

each question



1.+160/-80
Operation Polo, the code name of the  "Police Action"  in state of X was a military operation in September 

1948 in which the Indian Armed Forces invaded the State and overthrew its ruler, annexing the state into 

the Indian Union.The operation led to massive violence on communal lines. The Indian prime minister 

Jawaharlal Nehru appointed a commission known as the Sunderlal Committee. Its report, which was not 

released until 2013, concluded that "as a conservative estimate...27,000 to 40,000 people had lost their lives 

during and after the police action."

Which state was X?



2.+140/-70
Maithi maaz

Rista 

Lahabi Kabab or Moachi Kabab

Waza Kokur 

Daeni Phoul 

Doudha Ras 

Rogan Josh 

Tabak Maaz 

Daniwal Korma 

Waza Palak 

Aab Gosh 

Marchwangan Korma 

Kabab 

Gushtaba 

Yakh'n 

Ruwangan Chhaman 

Dum Aelva 

Muji Chetintin 

Phirni

What multi-course meal?



3.+120/-60



4.+100/-50
Kamaicha

Sindhi Sarangi

Morchang

Dedh Satara

NaagPhani

Ravanahatha

Ghara

Jantar

Chikara

Ektara

Murali

Where are these musical instruments 
expected to be found?



5.+80/-40
What is  Kalarippayattu?



6.+60/-30

The peninsula derives its name from the prominence of the X  
community, which was widespread in the region and 
dominated central Saurashtra in particular for some centuries.



7.+40/-20
Also known as Malwa Union, X was an Indian state in west-central India, created on 
28 May 1948 from twenty-five princely states.The union had an area of 46,478 
square miles (120,380 sq.km).Gwalior was the winter capital and Indore was the 
summer capital.On 1 November 1956, X, together with the states of Vindhya 
Pradesh and Bhopal State, was merged into Madhya Pradesh.



8.+20/-10
X state monorail trainways  was a unique rail-guided, partially road-borne railways system running in  X 

from 1907 to 1927. It was the second monorail system in India, after the Kundala Valley Railway, and the 

only operational locomotive-hauled railway system built using the Ewing System in the world. The Kundala 

Valley Railway pre-dated this, also using the Ewing system between 1902 and 1908, although this only used 

bullocks for haulage. Following the conversion of the Kundala Valley Railway from a monorail to a narrow 

gauge railway in 1908, this was the only monorail system in India until its closure in 1927. These were the 

only instances of a monorail train system in India, until the Mumbai Monorail was opened on 2 February 

2014.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cattle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cattle
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India




Answers
1.Hyderabad

2.Wazwan

3.Mysore

4.Rajasthan

5.Martial art practiced in Kerala

6.Kathiawar

7.Madhya Bharat

8.Patiala

Connect:

Class B states which had princely rulers as the 

head of state(Rajpramukh) till the state 

reorganisation act was passed in 1956.


